
Introducing the Galaxy A15 5G
Awesome belongs to anyone with Galaxy A15 5G. Built with all the essential features, Galaxy A15 5G makes it easier to embrace 
cutting-edge innovation while providing unmatched value. Immerse yourself in your favorite content, showcased in crisp 
clarity on a bright display. Capture and cherish precious moments spent with friends and family using a triple-lens camera 
system, and never worry about running out of space with expandable storage.5 Experience the awesomeness in every day 
with Galaxy A15 5G — where innovation meets accessibility.

See all you need on 
a bright screen 
Watch movies, play games and read recipes on a 
superfluid display2 that makes content clear and crisp.

Supercharge your day with 
Super Fast Charging
Focus more on the moment and less on your battery 
percentage with Galaxy A15 5G.4

Crisp quality. Awesome detail. 
Capture and cherish precious moments spent with friends and 
family using the triple-lens camera system of Galaxy A15 5G. 

Manage personal data 
with confidence
Rest easy knowing your sensitive data is safeguarded with  
Knox Security.6

Store more and worry less
With improved internal storage of up to 128GB and up to 
1TB of expandable storage,5 Galaxy A15 5G makes it easy 
to keep cherished photos, videos and important files 
readily accessible whenever you need them.

Samsung Wallet
Carry your essentials conveniently in the digital wallet 
that’s made for your Galaxy phone and Watch.7

Requires optimal 5G network connection, available in select 
markets. Check with your carrier for availability and details.



Color1   Light Blue    Blue Black OS Android™ 14

Display2 6.5" FHD+ Super AMOLED Infinity-U
(6.3" rounded corners)

Connectivity 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (Dual Band)
Bluetooth 5.3
3.5mm Audio Jack

Processor Octa-core (2.2Ghz, 2.0Ghz) Battery 5,000mAh3

(25W Fast Charge)4

Front Camera 13MP (F2.0) Dimensions 160.1mm x 76.8mm x 8.4mm

Main Camera 50MP (F1.8) Main
5MP (F2.2) Ultra Wide
2MP (F2.4) Macro

Weight 200g

Memory5 128GB Storage | 4GB RAM
(up to 1TB on microSD card)5

5G Ready8, 9 Sub6

1Color availability may vary depending on country or carrier.   2Measured diagonally, the screen size is 6.5" in the full rectangle and 6.3" accounting for the rounded corners. Actual viewable area is less due to the rounded 
corners and the camera cutout.   3Typical value tested under third-party lab condition. Rated (minimum) capacity is less. For more information, please visit www.samsung.com.   4Wall charger sold separately; use only 
Samsung-approved chargers and cables. To avoid injury or damage to your device, do not use incompatible, worn or damaged batteries, chargers or cables. Supports up to 25W charging.   5MicroSD card sold separately. 
Portion of memory occupied by existing content.   6Four OS upgrades and five years of security updates.   7Only available on Galaxy Watch6 devices and with select features.   8Requires optimal 5G network connection, 
available in select markets. Check with your carrier for availability and details. Download and streaming speeds may vary based on content provider, server connection and other factors.   95G speeds vary and require 
optimal network and connection (factors include frequency, bandwidth, congestion); see carrier for availability. Screen image simulated. Appearance of device may vary. © 2024 Samsung Electronics America, Inc. Samsung 
and Samsung A Series are trademarks of Samsung Electronics Co., Ltd. 5G connectivity requires 5G network; see carrier. Use only in accordance with law.


